Undergraduate Resources and Opportunities

Careers
Resources to explore possible career paths.

Forms, Petitions, and Useful Links
Forms and petitions commonly used by our undergraduates, and useful academic links.

Graders
Information about becoming a Math grader can be found here.

Math Study Center
Students enrolled in Math 111/112, 120, 124/125/126, 134/135/136 are encouraged to use the Math Study Center.

Math Tutors
Students seeking additional help studying math may be interested in a tutor. Please view our Math Tutor Directory for details.

Student Opportunities
A list of events, jobs, opportunities that may interest Math and ACMS majors.

Student Organizations
A list of UW organizations for students in Mathematics.

Undergraduate Research
Opportunities for undergraduates research and internships at the UW and beyond.

Department of Mathematics
University of Washington

Administrative Office
C-138 Padelford
Box 354350
Seattle, WA 98195-4350
Phone: (206) 543-1150
Fax: (206) 543-0397

For all academic inquiries, please contact:

Math Student Services
C-36 Padelford
Phone: (206) 543-6830
Fax: (206) 616-6974
advising@math.washington.edu
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